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 The development of China's Marxism in the 21st century 

1. The Chinese Dream, Chinese Marxism and Global Society   

President Xi Jinping´s call for the foundation of a Chinese Dream (2012) expresses the 

nation´s and the Party´s vital need for a new paradigm of 21
st
 Century´s socialist 

civilization, qualitatively different from the civilization of the American Dream. It is the 

third grand paradigm to be built in the last century by China´s Communist Party, after 

Mao´s “New Democracy” and Deng´s “opening up and reform”. This new paradigm  is 

vital, because the objective conditions on which Mao´s and Deng´s paradigms were based, 

have dramatically changed; particularly China´s class structure, new global productive and 

destructive forces and the structure of the world system. The Chinese Dream is a dialectic 

response to China´s ying-yang status in current world evolution: it is part of the “primary 

stage of socialism” in one of the three most powerful nations on earth and, at the same time, 

it is the only real global development prospect for a socialist world society and system.  

The future of China and mankind depend on the quality of this new strategic socialist 

project, which must solve the national and universal aspects of the task. 

 2. Xi´s Chinese Dream and Chinese Marxism   

Xi´s call has four important characteristics: 1. As General Secretary of the Communist 

Party of China (CPC), the president is responsible for the evolution and safety of the only 

existing socialist world power; 2. The great success of the national Marxist development 

models of Mao Tse Tung and Deng Hsiao Ping has put the president at the helms of an 

unparalleled structural transition process in modern history, that includes the world´s 

biggest ever urban boom; the creation of the largest middle class ever, with its western-

oriented universal dreams and ideologies, and an economic growth process without equal; 
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3. “Seeking truth from facts, the mass line and independence and self-determination”, is a 

brilliant synthesis of scientific socialism´s revolutionary theory and praxis, that holds the 

key to the transition path for China´s and mankind´s future. 4. Xi´s professional formation 

in one of the most complex applied sciences (chemical engineering) and his wide-spanning 

life experiences, make the President a uniquely qualified person to understand the gateways 

to the future and the determining forces for China´s socialist evolution.  

3. The Chinese Dream and reality 

These determining factors are the general law of evolution of modern society (modernity), 

the general law of evolution of socialism, the essence of Socialism with Chinese 

characteristics, the logic of the capitalist-bourgeois world system, China´s National Power 

Index and the threat from US-led global neo-fascism. This essay briefly elaborates on these 

decisive factors, in order to contribute to the construction of the Chinese Dream; that is, to 

build a Chinese economic, political, cultural and philosophical GPS or strategic project, 

which permits the nation to adequately evolve to the socialist destiny, its people, the Party 

and the objective conditions of the epoch allow. No easy task, since it has to be done in a 

global sea of capitalism, imperialist destabilization and planetary  transformations. 

4. Four evolutionary stages of Marxism 

Modern socialism, understood as a civilization which is qualitatively distinct to the current 

capitalist-bourgeois society   ---with a sui generis mode of production and superstructure---  

has a trajectory of only 200 years. The concept itself was coined in 1834 by the 

revolutionary French worker Pierre Leroux.  Since then it has developed through four 

evolutionary stages. 

Its founding phase began in Great Britain, France and Germany, after the French 

Revolution. Often depicted as early or utopian socialism, it can be scientifically understood 

as a creative chaos, the dynamics of which were fed by the national experiences of class 

struggle, but self-organized around one central attractor: the creation of a post-bourgeois, 

anti-capitalist civilization. Many of the contributions of Fourier, Bakunin, Owen, Rousseau 

et al became part of the following phase of socialism. 

The second evolutionary stage of modern socialism was the paradigm of scientific 

socialism, comparable in importance to the paradigms of Newton and Darwin. It was 

created by two outstanding revolutionary scientists: Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. This 

paradigm of anti-capitalist change was often called “dialectic-historical materialism”. Lenin 

de-codified its “genome” in his famous essay “Three sources…of Marxism” (1913), which 

identified the three basic scientific building blocks of the new  paradigm. 

The third stage of modern socialism came into being seven decades later, with the Soviet 

Revolution. Lenin and the CCCP  submitted Marx/Engels great model of anti-capitalist 
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emancipation to an empirical field trial, creating a mode of production and political 

superstructure qualitatively distinct to the existing bourgeois ones: chrematistic market 

economy and plutocratic formal democracy. This third phase of modern socialism should 

properly be called “20
th

 Century Socialism”. 

With the collapse of 20
th

 Century Socialism in the Soviet Union and Deng Hsiao Ping-

CPC´s “open up” strategy in China, the socialist world alternative entered the 4
th

 

evolutionary phase of socialism, that is the Transition phase to 21
st
 Century Scientific 

Socialism, in which we are now.  

Within this evolutionary process, the Chinese Dream in its universal acceptance 

(understanding), means the configuration of the development path of China and the human 

species to post-capitalism. The importance of this task can´t be overestimated, because as 

Xi Jinping says, "The path decides the nation's destiny". This  aim can only be achieved, if 

the evolutionary path correctly combines the powers of science, people and a profound 

understanding of historical conditions.  

5.  Will the capitalist world system  allow the evolution of 21
st
 Century Chinese 

Marxism and Socialism? 

The evolution of socialism in China enters now a third phase, after Mao Tse Tung and 

Deng Hsiao Ping. It does so in an antagonistic environment: a uni-polar world capitalist 

system which is Darwinian by nature; that is, a system that evolves according to the laws of 

the “survival of the fittest”. Since the end of 20
th

 Century Socialism, initiated by the 

implosion of soviet socialism, the logic of this world order can be scientifically described 

as a “deterministic chaos”, the dynamics of which are determined by only one attractor: 

contemporary bourgeois civilization.  

The practical implications for self-determination and strategic autonomy of Nation-States 

and social movements, that this change in the nature of the world system produce, are 

transcendental. The civilizatory point of departure and ideological objectives of any  

planned social mega-project become  secondary. Even if you set out with the program for 

an Islamic, Bolivarian, indigenous, socialist… revolution, at the end you will always end up 

with a chrematistic market economy and a formal plutocratic bourgeois democracy: like the 

Asian tigers, Syriza in Greece and Chávez in Venezuela.  

The only alternative to this outcome of the world-capitalist deterministic chaos-system is 

the development of the third attractor of modern world history, 21
st
 Century Socialism or, 

in this essay, the Chinese Dream. The first attractor in modern civilization (French, urban, 

industrial Revolution) was followed by the second ---antithetical--- attractor, the 20
th

 

Century Socialism. The question is, whether China and the  global progressive community  

will have the creativity and power to defend an autonomous path for the implementation of 
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The Chinese Dream/21
st
 Century Socialism. Because, as German statesman Bismarck said, 

in politics, it´s not the intentions that count, but the power potential. 

6. Does China have the National power for self-determination and Marxist  

    development? 

In order to answer that question, we have to understand China´s comparative geopolitical 

power. China uses two Comprehensive National Power Indexes (CNP), which realistically 

sustain, that the comparative power potential of the country will be quite limited for a 

considerable time to come. THE WARP GROUP (1), the most advanced progressive 

independent global think tank, which has elaborated the only viable scientific paradigm for 

21
st
 Century Socialism and a trans-capitalist civilization, has also developed a global new 

Index of Relative National Geopolitical Power (IRGP). The main hardware and software 

metrics of world power used in the WARP assessment are gross domestic product 

(GDP), population, t e r r i t o r y,  m i l i t a r y cap ab i l i t i e s ,  s c i ence  an d  i nn ov a t io n  

p o t en t i a l  and  S t ra t eg i c  Dom in a t ion  and  D ev e lo pmen t  So f t w a re  

( S DDS )  o f  Na t io n -S t a t e s .  Power is summed as a percentage of total global power. 

The results show, that even for the year 2025, China will only hold about 27% of world 

power, while the West   --the imperialist block controlled by the United States--   will hold 

about 63%. It is doubtful, that within this balance of power, China will be able to defend 

the strategic autonomy and sovereignty it needs, to develop the Chinese Dream. 

7. Geopolitical precondition for Chinese Marxist future 

The global balance of power makes it impossible for China to match or overcome the 

objective Western power advantage in a foreseeable future. This strategic disadvantage is 

further aggravated by the fact that the dominant power elite of the Western Imperial Block   

---the military-intelligence complex and financial capital of the United States---  is not 

willing to allow a peaceful competition between the current socialist and capitalist 

countries. It has developed a neo-fascist mindset, that does not accept Wang Chong´s “Five 

principles of Pacific Coexistence” (Lunsheng, About balance). In this neo-fascist mindset, 

“American exceptionalism” and “the American Century” are the functional equivalents to 

Hitler´s  “Aryan superiority” and the “Thousand-Year Reich” (Tausendjaehriges Reich) 

The US power elite has made it clear that it is willing to risk a preventive  nuclear war in 

order to maintain its world dominance (American Century). Its de facto abandonment of the 

vital international treaties about nuclear and biological weapons (NPT and BWC), on which 

the international security architecture rests, as well as its foreign policy, is based on the 

premise to eliminate Russia´s and China´s “information centers of gravity” and their  

“second-strike capabilities”, within a policy of “Nuclear colonialism of the 21
st
 Century”. 

China and Russia are misconstrued as the principal obstacles to the persistence of the uni-

polar west-dominate world. Therefore they have to be disintegrated and subordinated.  

The global precondition for China´s necessary strategic autonomy and independence, 

therefore, can only be established through a profound Entente with Russia, including a 

military alliance. Only such an alliance will achieve the critical mass that can deter  nuclear 
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war scenarios and abort the US power elites´ neo-fascist´s attempt to obtain first-strike 

nuclear superiority. The WARP GROUP´s calculations clearly indicate, that given the 

geopolitical weakness of Russia and China vis-à-vis the West, only a Sino-Russian entente, 

possibly enhanced with Iran and/or Pakistan, can guarantee the peaceful international  

environment, that a successful development for the Chinese Dream requires. Such an 

alliance would end the 500-year long Western domination of the planet. But does anybody 

in his right mind think that full Chinese independence and development can be achieved 

under the control of the imperialist West? 

 

8.  The Scientific Paradigm of 21
st
 Century Socialism  

After the collapse of 20
th

 Century Socialism, the surviving socialist states were thrown on 

to  an evolutionary path, which can best be described as a combination of Vladimir Lenin´s 

New Economic Policy (NEP), the German economist Friedrich List´s model of state-

sponsored innovative market development (NIS) and Lee Kuan Yew´s model of the first 

successful Asian Tiger system in Singapore. History will tell where these evolutions will 

lead to. However, it is evident, that a post-capitalist society of the future can only be 

achieved by the gradual substitution of the basic institutions of the current bourgeois 

system, with more democratic and sustainable ones; particularly, the chrematistic market 

economy, the plutocratic formal bourgeois “democracy”, the oligarchic class state and the 

mercantilistic individuum. 

The gradual construction of four basic institutions during the transition phase and within 

the future post-capitalist civilization   --21
st
 Socialism or a universal Chinese Dream--- is 

necessary: 

1. An equivalence economy, based on Ricardo/Smith/Marx labor theory of value and 

advanced information technology, which is democratically determined by those 

who directly create value, instead of market-economic principles and plutocratic 

domination and appropriation of the national surplus product; 

2. Majority democracy, which makes use of electronic plebiscites and referendums to 

decide upon important public  questions that concern the whole society; 

3. Democratic state organs, which act as legitimate representatives of the common 

interests of the majority of citizens, with a suitable protection of minority rights; 

and not as a class state in benefit of the rich; 

4. The critical and responsible subject, the rationally, ethically and aesthetically self-

determined citizen.  

1. The WARP GROUP, THE PROGRESSIVE GLOBAL THINK TANK for PARTICIPATORY 

DEMOCRACY, develops the first scientific paradigm for a trans-capitalist society of the 21
st
 Century. Senior 

researchers are: P. Cockshott (GB); C. Stahmer, K. Bartsch, H. Modrow, R. Buhlke (FRG); K. Sivkov, S. 

Nikolskaya (Russia); G. Ernst (Norway);  R. Franco (Cuba);  J.C. Olguín (México); M. Sánchez 

(Venezuela/USA), Enfu Cheng, Ding Xiaoqin (China); B. Melkulangara (India), Pham Van Duc, Tran Tuan 

Phong (Vietnam). International Coordinator, Heinz Dieterich (FRG-Mexico). 
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